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ABSTRACT

Objectives The study aimed to determine how eHealth was adopted in pharmaceutical care (PC), the outcome reported and the contextual factors.

Design Systematic literature review in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines.

Data sources Literature was searched in six databases including PubMed, Scopus, Medline, Web of Science, Science Direct and China National Knowledge Infrastructure.

Eligibility criteria Studies which reported the usage experiences of eHealth in any aspects of PC by pharmacists during the COVID-19 pandemic, written in English or Chinese, and published in peer-reviewed journals between December 2019 and March 2022 were included. Opinion articles, conference abstracts, correspondence, letters and editorials were excluded.

Data extraction and synthesis The literature search was completed on 15 April 2022. Two researchers independently conducted the literature search and extracted the data into an Excel table informed by the logic model with the key components of goals, input, activities, output and contextual factors.

Results Forty-three studies were included in this review. During the COVID-19 pandemic, hospital pharmacists, community pharmacists and specialist pharmacists in 17 countries continued to educate, consult, monitor and manage the patients and the general public via phone calls, videoconferences, mobile applications, social media, websites and/or enhanced interoperability of electronic medical records. Assuring the continuity of pharmacy care, reduced need for hospital visits, and improved work accuracy and efficiency were the benefits of eHealth mostly reported. Contextual factors affecting the adoption of eHealth were multifaceted, prompting supporting actions at the levels of government, hospital/pharmacy, pharmacists and patients.

Conclusion This study revealed the wide adoption of eHealth in PC during the pandemic and the emerging evidence for its importance. Proper adoption of eHealth will help reshape the mode of pharmacy services to ensure continuity, quality and efficiency of care amid the challenges of the pandemic.

PROSPERO registration number CRD42022299812.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

⇒ This review analysed literature on adopting eHealth in pharmaceutical care (PC) during COVID-19 pandemic written in either English or Chinese identified from six databases.

⇒ The study complied with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines to address the research question developed using the population, intervention, comparison, outcome and time frame framework.

⇒ The use of a logic model to guide data extraction and analysis helped to depict an overall landscape of all the factors relevant to the research question in a structured approach.

⇒ Our search strategy might not have allowed the capture of all experiences of eHealth in PC if the pharmacist’s role was embedded in an interprofessional programme.

INTRODUCTION

Being an integral part of the health system, pharmaceutical system is charged with an important goal of ensuring the equitable access to pharmaceutical products and their quality use based on scientifically sound evidence and supported by pharmaceutical care (PC).1 PC is defined as "the responsible provision of drug therapy for the purpose of achieving definite outcomes that improve a patient’s quality of life".2 By providing PC, pharmacists help to reduce drug-related problems, assuring rational drug use, supporting clinical management and promoting healthy lifestyles.3 4

Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the delivery of PC has been inevitably disrupted by major public health measures, compromising the provision of medicines and care. Nevertheless, pharmacists are expected not only to ensure the continuity of care but also to adapt PC to the new needs during the challenging time.5 As
such, eHealth has been increasingly adopted to support PC to overcome geographic barriers and enhance health outcome.6

According to the WHO, eHealth is defined as ‘the cost-effective and secure use of information and communication technology (ICT) through online in support of health and health-related fields, including healthcare services, health surveillance, health literature, and health education, knowledge, and research’.7 Reportedly, integrating eHealth into PC is beneficial to patient self-management and drug adherence, clinical disease management and health promotion.3-10 During the COVID-19 pandemic, as a result of public health measures resulting in reduced accessibility to hospitals or pharmacies, the traditional mode of in-person care delivery would no longer suffice. eHealth has, thus, been widely considered as an instrument for setting up a more innovative, efficient and resilient PC service model.11

The research interest in examining the interface between PC and eHealth has been growing. Some studies focused on evaluating particular PC-eHealth programmes. Spanakis et al evaluated a personalised eHealth platform that addressed key features of PC and found that eHealth could be used as a tool to allow pharmacists provide personalised PC services to optimise pharmacotherapy.12 Other studies might focus on the application of PC-eHealth in the management of particular diseases. The study by Jeminiwa et al demonstrated the effectiveness of eHealth in improving adherence to inhaled corticosteroids among patients with persistent asthma.13 Kilova et al addressed the prospects for ICT in providing OC and how eHealth related technologies had aided in the promotion of patient care during the outbreak of the epidemic.14 15 Another review by Ifitinan et al primarily explored the eHealth services which could be used as an immediate alternative to PC for chronically II patients during an epidemic.16

At present, while most of the current research focused on how eHealth might benefit the continuous access to essential pharmacy services in the absence of in-person interactions between pharmacists and their patients, there is little systematic research about the ‘know-how’ of integrating eHealth services and tools in PC to perform certain interventions or achieve predefined outcomes amid the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. Considering the potential benefits of applying eHealth in maintaining pharmaceutical services, empowering patients to improve compliance and adherence, reducing the risks of drug-related problems (eg, adverse drug reactions or drug interactions) and supporting pharmacovigilance amid the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic,17-19 this review aims to determine how eHealth was adopted in PC, the outcome reported and the contextual factors identified. The study findings are expected to be useful for informing the optimisation of eHealth in PC whenever needed in future public health events.

METHODS

Study design

This systematic literature review was conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines.16 The use of the PRISMA 2020 statement for guidance was to transparently report why the review was done, what the authors did, and what had been found during the course of identifying, selecting, appraising and synthesising studies.17 The review protocol had been registered in The International prospective register of systematic reviews (PROSPERO) with the reference number: CRD42022299812 (available from https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?ID=CRD42022299812). A combination of 6 databases were used to optimise the yield of relevant research and the databases (including PubMed, Scopus, Medline, Web of Science, Science Direct and China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI)) were selected because they specialised in scholarly literature related to health and medical topics. The literature search was completed on 15 April 2022.

Search strategy

The research question ‘How did pharmacists employ eHealth during the COVID-19 pandemic for the provision of care to their patients?’ was developed using the population, intervention, comparison, outcome and time frame (PICOT) framework.18 In the PICOT framework, the population referred to pharmacists, either practised alone or as a member of an interprofessional team and regardless of their work setting; the intervention referred to adopting eHealth for the purpose of tele-education, tele-consultation, tele-monitoring, tele-case-management, tele-mentoring); the comparison is not applicable; the outcome referred to the impact of the care on people cared by pharmacists via eHealth; and the time frame was the period of COVID-19 pandemic.

Considering the three major concepts “pharmaceutical care”, “eHealth” and “COVID-19 pandemic” that constituted the research question of this review, their Medical Subject Headings terms as well as the corresponding keywords and phrases identified in related literature were used to formulate a comprehensive search strategy. Terms within “pharmaceutical care”, “eHealth” and “COVID-19 pandemic” were combined with OR, and this results from each concept were combined with AND. A detailed description of the search strategies for each chosen database is provided in online supplemental file 1. In addition, the reference lists and citations of included articles were examined to identify further papers for inclusion.

Eligibility criteria

Studies which reported the use of eHealth in any aspects of PC during the COVID-19 pandemic, published between December 2019 (when cases of COVID-19 infection were first reported) and March 2022, written in English or Chinese, and published in peer-reviewed journals were included. The study types were limited to descriptive
studies, prospective observational studies, retrospective cohort studies, retrospective chart reviews, cross-sectional surveys and qualitative studies. Studies which reported about the use of eHealth to support the use of medicines during the COVID-19 pandemic by healthcare professionals other than pharmacists were not considered. In addition, opinion articles, conference abstracts, correspondence, letters and editorials were excluded.

**Study selection, data extraction and presentation**

All members in the research team responsible for literature screening which included two Master students (ZFC and PKT) and two senior researchers (HH and COLU) were fluent in both English and Chinese. Two of the authors (ZFC and PKT) independently conducted the literature search and applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria. After the removal of duplication, citations were screened for inclusion by title first, and the remaining papers were then screened by abstracts (ZFC and PKT). After initial screening, the full text of studies were screened (ZFC and PKT) with guidance from one of the senior researchers (COLU) who randomly selected and checked a percentage of the included and excluded articles to ensure the eligibility of the included papers and the appropriateness of the excluded papers. Any differences were discussed and resolved among ZFC, PKT, HH and COLU by consensus.

On confirmation of the included studies, the reference lists were first examined to identify any further papers for inclusion (ZFC and PT). This was followed by data extraction, in which the required data from each included study was extracted and input into a pre-designed Excel table (ZFC and PKT). In addition to the characteristics of the included studies (such as first author, year of publication, study type, study location, study aim, targets of eHealth pharmacy service and types of pharmacists involved), the design of the Excel table was also informed by the types of eHealth involved and the logic model featuring the key components of goals, input, activities, output and contextual factors.

For the purpose of this study within the context of the logic model, ‘input’ referred to the eHealth tools involved and the support from different stakeholders such as the government, pharmacist professional organisations, hospital, pharmacy and pharmacist; ‘activities’ referred to services provided by pharmacists with eHealth; ‘output’ and ‘outcome’ referred to the impact of the services pharmacists provided with eHealth on the people they cared for. Any divergences during the data extraction process were resolved through discussion among ZFC and PKT, and subject to agreement by HH and COLU and final confirmation by all authors. Narrative synthesis was undertaken to summarise and report the findings.

**Patient and public involvement**

Patients and/or the public were not involved in the design, or conduct, or reporting, or dissemination plans of this research.

---

**RESULTS**

**Study characteristics**

As shown in figure 1, 1,189 articles were retrieved initially. After removing duplicates (n=795), and screening by the title and abstract (n=230) and full text (n=121), 43 articles were included in this review. Among the included studies were 25 observational studies (including 13 cross-sectional studies, 5 case series, 5 retrospective study, 40 41 52 53 55 57 51 prospective study, 41 and 1 interview study 42 and 18 descriptive studies. The general characteristics of the included studies are summarised in online supplemental table 1. The majority of the studies reported about the use of eHealth by hospital pharmacists, followed by community pharmacists, 28 35 45 46 50 51 44 40 60 62 Patients with chronic diseases were the primary targets populations of PC-eHealth interventions, followed by patients with COVID-19 26 34 42 46 49 51 58 and patients with cancer. 27 31 37 40

**Purposes of adopting eHealth in PC during the COVID-19 pandemic**

The purpose of adopting eHealth, the eHealth tools used, the interventions provided by pharmacists with eHealth and the intervention output are illustrated in online supplemental table 2. Considering the lack of official definition or categorisation framework of eHealth applied to PC, the purposes of adopting eHealth in this study were informed by the current literature and thus categorised into: (1) tele-education (educating patients about how to take medicines and adverse drug effects, n=17) 20 22 24 25 29 31 35 37 39 42 47 48 56 59 61; (2) tele-consultation (addressing patients’ enquiries about drug-related problems, n=28) 20 21 23 25–28 30–33 35 38 44 49 49 51 53 56 62; (3) tele-monitoring (monitor the patients’ use of medications in real time, n=27) 20 21 23 25–27 29–33 35 36 38 41 44 46 48 51–53 55; (4) tele-case-management (continuously manage the patient’s medication regimen according to the patient’s conditions, n=30) 22 23 29 33 35 36 39 41 44 46 48 51 53 55 57, and (5) tele-mentoring (the use of Health by the healthcare worker to seek advice from pharmacists, n=19) 21 25 28 30 31 33 34 38 40 42 44 47 48 53 57 59 62. It is noteworthy that all but five studies 22 24 46 52 56 reported the use of eHealth for multiple purposes.

**Interventions provided by pharmacists with eHealth**

The services provided at the interface of PC-eHealth were multifaceted and could be categorised into one of nine interventions, as shown in table 1. Apart from the core components of PC such as (1) consultation, (2) medication order evaluation and dispensing, (3) patient monitoring for adverse drug events, (4) comprehensive follow-up and continuous assessment, (5) medication review and management, and (6) medication education, pharmacists had reportedly extended their services towards caring for patients’ mental well-being (intervention 7), facilitating collaboration with the healthcare team with information sharing (intervention 8) and public health measures (intervention 9) during the pandemic.
In comparison, community pharmacists were more inclined to use eHealth in providing emotional support to their patients and the public to ease their anxiety about the pandemic development, while hospital pharmacists used eHealth to carry out various PC interventions.

**Tool(s) involved in the PC-eHealth service models**

Phone calls alone in the form of a hotline or as a combination with videoconference, social media and television, mobile applications, websites and/or wearable devices were mostly employed to enable PC-eHealth service mode in the included studies.20 23 25 27 32 36 43 45 49 50 55–57 59–62 Videoconference was often used to allow face-to-face interactions and observations of body language and facial expressions between the pharmacists and the patients.23 25 27 32 35 39 40 42 44–47 50 51 57 59  Social media (eg, Twitter)24 and Facebook,34 online networking services (eg, Doximity)33 41 53 mobile applications (eg, WeChat)26 38 44 58 Skype,29 Facetime,29 PetalMD,34 Cisco Jabber 12.6,33 Google voice,41 53 WhatsApp,49 61 short messages services,49 59 Signal53 and others,35 46 48 56 and wearable devices25 had also been integrated into the PC-eHealth service models. Other communication means such as television,24 email,30 34 41 fax30 and radio48 58 were also employed.

Some studies reported about the website monitoring applications developed by hospitals or pharmacies in response to the societal and patient needs during the pandemic. Examples were the SPHCC Patient Care (an online platform formed by six licensed internet hospitals allowing pharmacists continue to care for patients with COVID-19 online),26 the CCSS (a website monitoring application formed by a primary healthcare centre network for assuring medication supply),28 the Cloud SYSUCC (a website monitoring application developed by a university cancer centre to enable pharmacists continuously manage cancer patients),37 the VigiLanz (a clinical surveillance platform supported pharmacists to readily communicate with other healthcare providers and
participate in daily patient care routine), the Virtual-Venipuncture INR (an IT support that allowed pharmacists to monitor the INR of patients receiving anticoagulants during the pandemic), and several others. A number of PC-eHealth service models was also pertained with an integration of the electronic medical record (EMR) system.

Other input relevant to establishing PC-eHealth service model

To aid in the establishment and development of PC using eHealth throughout the epidemic, key input at the levels of government, hospital and pharmacies, pharmacist professional organisations and pharmacists has been identified.

At the government level, legislation that defines the services of PC-eHealth and the liability for such services, safeguards data protection and promotes database interoperability was commonly discussed in the included studies. Initiatives to upgrade remote information technology and outpatient clinic systems might be launched by the government. Continuous supervision and evaluation of PC-eHealth interventions by the government had been suggested, which might require a special department or taskforce to lead and facilitate the adoption and implementation of eHealth in PC and other healthcare services alike. It was also important for the government to provide reliable and up-to-date information about the COVID-19 pandemic to be disseminated via the PC-eHealth platform.

For the hospitals or pharmacies, efficient and appropriate communication mechanisms were considered the utmost important to control the spread of the pandemic, which was why many of them had established networks across different healthcare settings and developed their own eHealth applications. Hospitals and pharmacies not only developed new eHealth systems on their own, but also promoted the use of the systems to other hospitals or pharmacies through training, empowering their interconnections to optimise their patient coverage. Staff had been asked to sign codes of conduct to protect patient confidentiality.

Pharmacist professional organisations were expected to define PC-eHealth services, offer advice to pharmacists about making eHealth plans and provide guidelines for PC-eHealth service provision, and support pharmacists with funding and human resources to establish the PC-eHealth infrastructure. At the pharmacist level, communication and collaboration among pharmacists from different sectors to care for complicated patients, self-motivation to learn about the PC-eHealth guidelines, training and supervision by more experienced pharmacists, participation in the eHealth multidisciplinary working group, and closer collaboration with other healthcare providers and other key stakeholders were considered important factors.

Output of PC-eHealth interventions

The impact of adoption eHealth in PC during the pandemic was mainly in reducing the need for physical contact or visits to the hospital/clinic for minimising the risks of infection and transmission.
the continuous monitoring of the patients in the absence of in-person interactions. Some studies reported an improvement in the efficiency of PC due to the use of eHealth and patient satisfaction about the PC-eHealth services they received was also reported. Other benefits of adopting eHealth in PC during the pandemic included the dissemination of reliable information, reduced abuse of over-the-counter medicines, facilitating transition of care between hospitals and communications within the healthcare team and with patients and caregivers. However, there was one study that reported a negative impact on the quality of PC after eHealth was integrated. 

Contextual factors affecting the adoption of eHealth in PC during the pandemic

Contextual factors affecting the adoption of eHealth in PC during the COVID-19 pandemic had been described in terms of challenges and enablers in the included studies. Challenges might arise at the levels of pharmacists, government, patients and eHealth tool suppliers. For pharmacists, the shift from face-to-face towards eHealth service model resulting in long working hours had inevitably created conflicts between personal and professional lives. Other issues such as unfamiliarity with the eHealth systems, limitations of assessments due to a lack of in-person interactions or eye contact, difficulty in obtaining consent from the patients to receive PC-eHealth service, lack of control over the entire PC-eHealth process were also discussed. Some pharmacists just did not have the motivation to adopt eHealth.

For government, evaluation of PC-eHealth services in order to inform a reasonable remuneration system and development of a robust legal framework, policies and procedures to guide the use of eHealth in PC lagged behind. From the perspectives of the healthcare institutes, whether it be hospital or community pharmacies, a lack of electronic patient records, a lack of funding to set up a teleworking environment and a lack of communication infrastructure readily in place for timely scaling up during the pandemic were cited as the biggest challenges.

Patients’ digital health literacy and cultural acceptance might vary, and unfamiliarity with new PC-eHealth systems might collectively discourage them from taking up PC-eHealth services. Moreover, a lack of access to high-tech devices and a lack of willingness to accept eHealth services might also be a barrier to patients’ acceptance of PC-eHealth services. For some patients who had already receiving PC-eHealth interventions, a lack ofherence to the services could negatively impact on the outcome of eHealth service model.

For the PC-eHealth tool suppliers, some of the biggest challenges experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic included the unstable network connectivity, inadequate interoperability of systems provided by different providers, a lack of standardised platform and technical support within and across the care settings errors in digital systems, cybersecurity considerations and the lack of complete patient data for sharing.

To support the adoption of eHealth in PC for better management of patients during the pandemic, several enablers had been suggested. These included new forms of supervision to regulate and standardise pharmacists’ interventions provided through PC-eHealth model, strategies for appropriate resource assessment and allocation, workflow modification and infrastructure maintenance, follow-up evaluation of the performance and reliability of the pharmacists, continuous and stable IT support and research to develop the evidence about the effectiveness and societal implications of PC-eHealth during pandemic.

**DISCUSSION**

**Significant use of eHealth in PC during the COVID-19 pandemic**

This review revealed that it was common for pharmacists to adopt eHealth to ensure the continuity of PC amid the threat of COVID-19 pandemic and the challenges pertained with public health measures. This is in alignment with the overall development trend in PC for different care settings. During the pandemic, the most commonly reported purposes of using eHealth in PC were tele-case-management, tele-consultation and tele-monitoring, often with the use of phone calls in combination with videoconference, social media and television, mobile applications, websites and/or wearable devices. Specific to the needs during the pandemic, PC-eHealth was often employed to provide emotional support and to disseminate pandemic-related information. The benefits of adopting eHealth, as reported in previous public health incidents, were widely recognised and mostly observed in terms of reduced need for physical contact, continuity of care and improved PC efficiency. However, due to the lack of face-to-face interactions, pharmacists may not be able to accurately evaluate the complete situation of patients, especially to those who were not very proficient in using information technology. As such, the effectiveness of the pharmacy service provided via eHealth might be affected.

**The logic model to guide the planning of eHealth adoption in PC**

Integrating eHealth into PC was suggested as early as 20 years ago. Since then, many studies had been carried out to investigate different PC-eHealth practice models designed for different patient groups. However, up to date, the integration of eHealth into PC has not been generalised nor standardised, and a systematic approach to advancing the quality and coverage of PC with eHealth is still lacking. The COVID-19 pandemic has disturbed the traditional mode of healthcare delivery which has expectedly accelerated the uptake and scaling-up of eHealth. However, as far as PC is concerned, the attempts made...

so far are rather extemporaneous as evident by the vast variety of tools, purposes of care and interventions identified in this study.

In order to systematically and graphically present the blueprint of ‘know-how’, a logic model of establishing PC-eHealth during a pandemic has been built based on the study findings, detailing the goals to be achieved, the input and activities taken place, the output produced and the contextual factors involved (figure 2). This may serve as a framework for guiding and reinforcing the adoption of eHealth in PC to meet the challenges of COVID-19 pandemic or other public health incident alike.

The effectiveness of adopting eHealth in PC

Numerous studies have demonstrated the value of eHealth in healthcare services including PC. The effectiveness of eHealth adoption can be reflected in two aspects. On the one hand, the increase in the number of users receiving PC via eHealth. For example, Reardon et al showed that 1.5% of 2036 initial patient appointments were conducted virtually via eHealth prior to the pandemic. This increased to 64% for follow-up appointments in 2019, indicating that an increasing number of patients rely on the PC delivered via eHealth. Ibrahim et al also reported that the proportions of COVID-19 cases (either probable and confirmed) who received pharmaceutical services were 31.90% vs 11.74% and 6.07% versus 0.36%, respectively, in pharmacies with remote services (test group) versus pharmacies without remote services (control group).56

On the other hand, the effectiveness of eHealth adoption may also be assessed by comparing pharmacy services in hospitals and community pharmacies with and without eHealth. When providing pharmacy services through eHealth during the epidemic, patients can use relevant eHealth tools to book pharmacist services in advance, and can receive online pharmacy services at any location. Standard and faster dispensing procedures can be realised with the help of advanced technology, which may largely simplify the entire process of PC provision for patients to achieve higher efficiency of the entire pharmacy service process.16 39 With eHealth, electronic transaction and storage of patient information could help pharmacists to prevent mistakes in dispensing which would have happened with paper-based procedures, to help improve medication adherence, and to support analysis and decision making about medication availability with easily accessible and structured data. Using community pharmacies as an example, the rate of potential OTC abuse across pharmacies with and without eHealth services was 5.8% vs 7.7% and potential OTC misuse across pharmacies with and without eHealth services was 13.7% vs 16.6%.59

The significance of eHealth to PC in the healthcare system

The accessibility to pharmacies and the perceived affordability positions pharmacists at the first line of

---

*Figure 2* The logic model of adopting eHealth in pharmaceutical care during the COVID-19 pandemic. PC, pharmaceutical care.
contact within the healthcare system especially during a pandemic. The emphasis placed on patient-centre service has further driven the new paradigm of pharmacy practice and accelerated the adoption of eHealth for the expansion of pharmacists’ professional role in pharmaceutical services. This implies a shift of focus towards the delivery of longitudinal value-added services for the patients as well as the closer collaboration with other healthcare professionals with higher level of data sharing. Besides, the use of ‘smart’ technological solutions in the medicine dispensing process could relieve pharmacists’ workload, leaving more free time for pharmacists to assume other components of pharmacy practice, allowing the accomplishment of more professional and advanced PC services.74 Such transition, when properly executed, is considered extremely valuable for the patients, other healthcare professionals and even the health systems in terms of not only improvement in health services quality and in patient health related outcomes, but also greater efficiency and economic savings.75-77

The heterogeneity of eHealth tools used in PC

The heterogeneity of eHealth tools employed in the PC-eHealth during the COVID-19 pandemic are associated with both benefits and concerns for both the patients and the pharmacists. Prior to the pandemic, the utilisation of telemedicine was mainly to allow pharmacists to extend the reach of their interventions in chronic disease management and telephone was the most common communication method.8 With the additional use of videoconference, mobile applications, website application, social media and wearable devices as reported in this study, real-time interactions and data collection is now possible to achieve more personalised PC support.78 Nevertheless, the capacity to operate different eHealth tools could be challenging to some patients.79 and the hybrid mode of service provision would easily overwhelm a lot of pharmacists.80

Furthermore, the vast amount of personalised data generated from multiple sources and shared dynamically entails a new level of concerns over privacy and cybersecurity.81 In the absence of a legal or regulatory framework, the practice of PC via different eHealth tools might lead to ethical and legal issues and subject pharmacists to liability consequences should any adverse events happen to the patients.82 A lack of standardised design of PC-eHealth pose great challenges to scaling up and interoperability, preventing a timely and thorough transformation of service mode whenever needed.83 This is especially relevant during a pandemic when immediate actions are called for and healthcare resource allocation is particularly uncertain. To this end, it would be the priority of action for the regulatory bodies and pharmacist professional organisations to provide clear guidance on how to appropriately adopt eHealth in PC.

Adopting eHealth in PC in the context of the health system

In order to better develop and promote the measures to provide pharmacy services through eHealth during the epidemic, the government can try to take the lead in incorporating eHealth to support the role of pharmacists in public health measures. One of the essential criteria was for pharmacists and patients to acquire the necessary skills and to come to term the benefits of adopting eHealth. According to the technology acceptance model, an information systems theory that describes the acceptance and usage of a new technology from the users’ perspective, there are two major factors affecting users’ decision about when and how to use it: perceived usefulness and perceived ease-of-use.84 In other words, if a person believes that using a particular new technology would enhance the performance of some sort, and the new technology is easy to use, he/she will have the positive attitude and intention to use the new technology. As such, training and evidence-based use of eHealth in improving PC for pharmacists and public education about basic skills of information technology and benefits of eHealth are important for achieving high proficiency and wide acceptance of eHealth in PC.

In addition, resources are needed to ‘upgrade’ the healthcare system infrastructure to integrate eHealth into day-to-day practice. Equipment, internet access, information technology systems and process, sustainable engagement and initiative, competent staff and a well-designed, close-loop evaluation mechanism should be in place to form the basic infrastructure for eHealth in PC.85 A lack of an appropriate infrastructure might affect the quality of PC leading to more harm than benefits to the patients.86 In the context of a business operation such as community pharmacies, cost is one other key factors when adopting eHealth. The investment to achieve the readiness of the infrastructure can be expensive considering the costs of both hardware and software. While the focus on leveraging the advantage of any existing ICT infrastructure should be prioritised, it is also necessary to monitor and manage the costs over time.87

Moving forward

For the efficiency use of healthcare resources particularly in the context of a pandemic, eHealth adoption and implementation in PC requires adequate planning and continuous evaluation of cost-effectiveness.88 A more balanced research approach to investigate the pros and cons when adopting eHealth in PC is also warranted to better inform actions that support wider use of eHealth in PC as well as other areas of healthcare services. Indeed, any eHealth interventions in PC should be viewed a catalyst for change in the overall healthcare sector and should be adequately planned, piloted and progressively scaled up to ensure the expected deliverables. Other preparation should be carried out simultaneously. As eHealth continues to transform PC, strategies to help patients and pharmacists enhance digital literacy and build the knowledge of technology should take place to improve engagement and receptivity towards technological integration.89

For the PC-eHealth currently in operation, more efforts should be made to quantify the clinical and economic...
benefits for the patients or the public, and the long-term outcomes. In order to secure resources to support PC-eHealth, a fine balance needs to be established between evidence-based integration of e-Health and constructive experimentation of PC. Synthesising the evidence is important for informing the future directions and implications for policy and practice.

Limitations of this review
It is possible that our search strategy did not capture all examples of PC-eHealth experiences during the pandemic if they were embedded as part of an inter-professional programme, depending on how pharmacists were referenced in the text of available publications. The logic model developed in this study provided an overall landscape of all the factors relevant to the adoption of eHealth in PC during the pandemic but was not able to establish any causal chains among the components. Future research is warranted to confirm the interrelationship among each factor in order to better future planning, monitoring, and evaluation.

CONCLUSION
This study revealed the wide adoption of eHealth in PC during the pandemic and the emerging evidence for its importance. As the momentum of adopting eHealth in PC yielded during the COVID-19 pandemic will continue to drive further innovative development, an orchestrated, transdisciplinary approach adapted to different local contexts is needed to achieve the benefits of PC-eHealth. Future research should be directed to substantiate the assessment of eHealth in reshaping the mode of pharmacy service in terms of not only the continuity, but also the quality and efficiency of care amid the challenges of any pandemic.
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